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The book2 Audio Method takes you on a personal, inspiring journey through 100+ mostly easy audio files designed to help you learn Polish quickly and easily. It's easy because now you have 100
lessons in just one audio book that you can use to learn the Polish vocabulary. With no prior knowledge of Polish you will soon learn to fluently speak short sentences in real-world situations. Each
lesson is structured and numbered to help you follow along and learn quickly. And, it's all backed by the Common European Framework levels A1 and A2 and therefore suitable for all types of schools
and students. In just under 2 weeks you'll be speaking basic everyday Polish, no matter what your age or experience. Listen to and learn with the book2 method today: * downloadable audio book in 3
versions: English, German, Polish * multiple language combinations for adults, adolescents, children, and other learners * listening to the audio book is easy with the downloadable mp3-files. You can
listen to the audio book anytime, anywhere * the text allows you to read along with the audio book * the text can easily be read with your English-Spanish-German-Polish dictionary * the 100 lessons
correspond to the Common European Framework levels A1 and A2 * the text contains all of the information you need to get started with your studies, plus audio samples of well-known sentences *
learn one lesson a day * each lesson uses an interactive learning method * you'll be speaking basic everyday Polish in just under 2 weeks * each lesson is structured and numbered * you'll know from
the start what to expect and what to focus on * the lessons have been designed specifically to help adults, adolescents, children and other learners like yourself achieve their language learning goals
book2 Notes: More than 75% of adults learn foreign languages through another language. If you speak two or three languages, you can really understand the concepts presented in this book. The
Common European Framework (CEF) levels A1 and A2 are suitable for the audio book. Part I: Vocabulary Learning Pronunciation and Grammar You can easily understand what is said to you in a
foreign language by learning a few words and phrases beforehand. Understanding German is much easier when you know the following Polish words and phrases: - Ik wil deze film nooit meer in
Amerika zijn, hebben gezien, gehad
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Learn to speak quickly and easily in real life situations with more than 100 downloadable audio files! The downloads are in a zip file and it only takes a few minutes to get started. The book2 method
successfully combines audio and text for effective language learning. book2 corresponds to the Common European Framework levels A1 and A2 and is therefore suitable for all types of schools and
students. The audio files can also be effectively used as a supplement in language schools and language courses. Adults who have learned a language in school can refresh their knowledge using book2.
book2 is available in over 40 languages and in approximately 1600 language combinations, e.g. German to English, English to Spanish, Spanish to Polish etc. Visit www.book2.de to learn more! The
100 lessons help you to quickly learn and use a foreign language in various situations (e.g. in a hotel or restaurant, on a vacation, small talk, getting to know people, shopping, at the doctor, at the bank
etc.). You can download the audio files to your mp3-player and listen to them anywhere - at a bus stop or a train station, in the car, and during a lunch break! To get the most out of book2, learn one
lesson a day and regularly repeat what you have already learned in previous lessons. The goal of the non-profit audio-project book2 is to encourage people all over the world to learn foreign languages
and to increase understanding between countries and cultures. You can support the project by downloading the audio files and sharing them with children, friends, and colleagues! The audio files
correspond to the Common European Framework levels A1 and A2 and are therefore suitable for all types of schools and students. The audio files can also be effectively used as a supplement in
language schools and language courses. LEARN ITALIAN WITH DOREEN!! It's so easy! Taught by Doreen Frazer, she'll help you to have a great time in learning this beautiful language! She's an
amazing teacher! No matter how old you are, no matter what your level is, she'll teach you over the phone! She does it because she really wants to help and because she loves this language and wants
others to enjoy it as she does! And if you want it, she'll give you a live call from her home! She'll speak Italian to you, you'll listen to her and practice what she says and you'll speak Italian after less
than 30 minutes! 09e8f5149f
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The lessons have been designed for beginners, specifically, to enable you to quickly learn and speak basic sentences. Every lesson includes a vocabulary list to help you build your vocabulary. You can
listen to the lessons over and over again. We recommend listening to at least one lesson every day, so that you can keep your vocabulary in mind while listening to the daily news. Download the audio
files and keep them with you to listen whenever you like. You can download the audio files to your mp3-player and listen to them anywhere - at a bus stop or a train station, in the car, and during a
lunch break! To get the most out of book2, listen to one lesson a day and regularly repeat what you have already learned in previous lessons. Download the audio files to your mp3-player and listen to
them anywhere - at a bus stop or a train station, in the car, and during a lunch break! To get the most out of book2, listen to one lesson a day and regularly repeat what you have already learned in
previous lessons. The 100 lessons cover the following topics and vocabulary: * introducing yourself * talking about where you are * talking about where you come from and where you are going *
simple greetings * how to order food and drinks * the weather * time * asking for the time * asking about the time * questions about the weather * food and drink questions * asking for the weather,
food and drinks * simple invitations * casual questions * how to organize an event * how to invite someone to do something with you * simple questions about your day and the weather * shopping
questions * asking the way and direction * asking the way * asking for directions * asking for the time * moving around * asking for directions * asking for the time and paying for the meal * money
and payment * where do you come from? * asking where you come from * place names * small talk * simple expressions of feelings * where are you from? * "I'm from..." - "Hans ist aus..." * basic
shopping questions * shopping questions * asking for the time * asking for the way * questions about your day and the weather * making simple requests * talking about your living situation * using a
verb in a sentence * making simple requests * asking for the time * "Bon

What's New In Book2 English - Polish?

- Learn English with audio. - Learn a language by listening and speaking. - Practice the vocabulary and learn the correct pronunciation. - Learn at your own pace. - Over 100 audio files with English and
Polish. - Learn sentences in real life situations. - No need to learn grammar. - Provides the content for CEFR levels A1 and A2. - Learn a language using the most effective language learning method! -
Includes a glossary. - Supports Apple, Android and Windows devices. - No need for an internet connection - get the content on a USB drive. - This audio book is not an e-book, and can be used offline.
- Your comments and ratings are appreciated. For more information about book2 visit www.book2.de Learn Polish quickly and easily with 100 downloadable audio (mp3) files! It's easy because now
you have 100 lessons in just one audio book that you can use to learn the Polish vocabulary. With no prior knowledge of Polish you will soon learn to fluently speak short sentences in real-world
situations. The book2 method successfully combines audio and text for effective language learning. book2 corresponds to the Common European Framework levels A1 and A2 and is therefore suitable
for all types of schools and students. The audio files can also be effectively used as a supplement in language schools and language courses. Adults who have learned a language in school can refresh
their knowledge using book2. book2 is available in over 40 languages and in approximately 1600 language combinations, e.g. German to English, English to Spanish, Spanish to Polish etc. Visit
www.book2.de to learn more! The 100 lessons help you to quickly learn and use a foreign language in various situations (e.g. in a hotel or restaurant, on a vacation, small talk, getting to know people,
shopping, at the doctor, at the bank etc.). You can download the audio files to your mp3-player and listen to them anywhere - at a bus stop or a train station, in the car, and during a lunch break! To get
the most out of book2, learn one lesson a day and regularly repeat what you have already learned in previous lessons. The goal of the non-profit audio-project book2 is to encourage people all over the
world to learn foreign languages and to increase understanding between countries and cultures. You can support the project by downloading the audio files and sharing them with children
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 or later OS X 10.7 or later 2 GHz dual-core processor (Intel or AMD) 2 GB of RAM (4 GB or more recommended) 1 GB free disk space 1024x768 resolution or higher DirectX 9.0 or later
Mac OS X 10.7 or later
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